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this sense, all historical instruments are dead. The melon-shaped astrolabe flourished at a time of great
intellectual ferment and complex cultural interaction and is therefore potentially rich in the lessons that
historians of science seek. This book will become the fundamental source on an often-neglected corner
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This is the fifth volume in the continuing series of Leibniz’s mathematical correspondence, the third
series (of a total of eight) in the complete edition of Leibniz’s writings being edited by the Berlin-
Brandenburgischen Akademie der Wissenschaften and the Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen.
It is available both in a print edition and in a free downloadable ‘pdf’ file.1 (The Leibniz Edition has
made a number of their newer volumes available this way, something that other scholarly editions should
emulate.) This hefty volume of almost seven hundred pages of text, with another hundred pages of intro-
duction and indices, covers only the years 1691 to 1693. In addition to the mathematical correspondence,
readers of this journal will be interested in Series VII (Mathematische Schriften) and Series VIII (Natur-
wissenschaftliche, medizinische und technische Schriften). Both of these series have a long way to go.
Series VII is still working on Leibniz’s mathematical papers from 1676 and earlier, and Series VIII has
yet to publish its first volume.
This volume, like all of the volumes in the set, is beautifully produced by Akademie Verlag. The texts
are edited to a very high standard, and include a full critical apparatus. The volume also includes an
excellent introduction by editors Heinz-Jürgen Heß and James G. O’Hara, putting the letters in context
and detailing the main issues taken up in the correspondence, organized thematically. At the end of the
volume is a series of indices, including very brief chronologies of the correspondents. Together with the
fact that the ‘pdf’ version of the volume is fully searchable, these all make this volume as user-friendly
as one could hope.
The period covered by this volume finds Leibniz at the height of his powers. The volume contains
a total of 203 letters in Latin, French, and German, not counting two letters included to update an
earlier volume. Probably Leibniz’s most frequent purely mathematical correspondent in these years is
Christiaan Huygens, with a total of 29 letters in three years. Almost as numerous are his letters with
Rudolph Christian von Bodenhausen (28 letters), Leibniz’s main scientific contact in Italy, whom he
1 The pdf file can be downloaded from the Web site of the Leibniz Edition (http://www.leibniz-edition.de/).
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met during his Italian voyage from 1687 to 1690. In addition to their correspondence on mathemati-
cal matters, Bodenhausen had been entrusted with the responsibility of publishing Leibniz’s Dynamica,
a publication that was to be delayed until the 19th century. The volume also contains an even more
extensive correspondence (34 letters) between Leibniz and the German physician and chemist Johann
Daniel Crafft, an old friend of Leibniz’s. Crafft was then on hard times, and Leibniz was attempting
(without success) to get him a position at court, or to help him set up a distillery to make brandy. There
is an extensive exchange (30 letters) with Johann Sebastian Haes whose scientific content centers on
matters of steganography and engineering. This correspondence is closely connected with Leibniz’s
somewhat less extensive exchanges with the French engineer and scientist Denis Papin (17 letters),
which center on the so-called vis viva controversy, the debate over Leibniz’s critique of the Cartesian
law of the conservation of quantity of motion (size times speed, a scalar quantity) and its replacement
by the conservation of living force, as measured by mv2. But the volume also contains Leibniz’s first
direct exchange with Newton, remarkably amiable given what was to become of their relations in later
years.
A number of themes run through the correspondence. Leibniz is particularly concerned to demonstrate
the superiority of his new calculus by showing how it can be used to deal with problems such as the cate-
nary and what came to be called Leibniz’s isochrone, the curve on which a heavy body will descend with
uniform vertical speed. Also under discussion in these letters is a curious problem: given a temple in
the shape of a perfect hemisphere, to find the shape of four identical windows such that, when they are
opened, the remaining surface area is susceptible to quadrature through purely geometrical means. But
the volume also contains a great deal that goes beyond the purely mathematical. In these years, Leibniz
is in the midst of his campaign against Cartesian physics. As I mentioned earlier, in these letters, partic-
ularly with Papin, Leibniz is pressing to replace Descartes’ conservation principle with his own, and is
interested in other conservation laws as well. Closely related is the discussion about the nature of body,
and Leibniz’s attempt to replace a Cartesian conception of body grounded in extension with his own
conception of body grounded in the notion of force. In connection with the latter there is considerable
discussion with Bodenhausen over the publication of his Dynamica, and with Huygens over the publi-
cation of his commentary on parts I and II of Descartes’ Principia Philosophiæ. In addition there are
at least smatterings of many other things that interested Leibniz at that moment, including engineering,
medicine, chemistry, metaphysics, and theology.
This points up a weakness in the organization of the whole publishing project. Leibniz’s corpus as
a whole is divided up into eight series, three of which deal with his correspondence. Now, it makes a
certain amount of sense to divide up the papers, published and unpublished, into different series; while
there is a certain amount of arbitrariness in classification, the papers do generally focus on one or another
area of inquiry, and it is helpful to have the papers assembled in this way. But the correspondence is
much trickier. The editors of the Akademie-Edition divide the correspondence into general, political, and
historical correspondence (erste Reihe), philosophical correspondence (zweite Reihe), and mathematical
correspondence (dritte Reihe). Here the division works much less well. While his letters often do focus
on one or another theme, rare is the letter that does not have something interesting to say in a number
of different areas. To get the full sense of Leibniz’s activities and thoughts at any one time, one must
flip back and forth between these different volumes. The decision to publish Leibniz’s correspondence
in this way was made generations ago, when the edition was first conceived in the late 19th and early
20th century. Modern computer technology offers possible ways to remedy this problem by making the
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The publication of Leibniz’s works, always a meritorious undertaking, particularly in the field of math-
ematics, represents a noteworthy contribution both to the understanding of Leibniz’s thought and, more
largely, to the history of the development of mathematics. This new volume, like the previous ones, is
exceedingly rich, and the layout is excellent.
The texts collected cover the years from 1672 to 1676, a crucial moment in the genesis of Leibniz’s
mathematical thought, since they coincide, in the main, with his sojourn in Paris. Leibniz is concerned
here with issues such as differences, sequences, and numerical series—the development of which led
to the ultimate establishment of differential and integral calculus in 1684–1686 in the Acta Eruditorum.
Before turning to the subject matter of this volume, I draw attention to the tools this edition provides:
indexes of names and subjects, as well as a scrupulous bibliography of works cited and consulted. Let
me also mention a table of mathematical symbols, which is essential, in regard to Leibniz, because of the
multiplication and changes of symbols in the manuscripts.
The texts collected in this volume begin with Leibniz’s reflections on Pascal’s Traité du triangle
arithmetique; they continue with discussions of the research of his contemporaries, Galileo, Wallis, and
Grégoire de Saint Vincent. They end prior to the drafting of De quadratura arithmetica circuli ellipseos
et hyperbolae cujus corollarium est trigonometria sine tabulis, a major synthesis preceding the deci-
sive introduction of the dx notation. (A Latin–French version of the latter text by Marc Parmentier and
Eberhard Knobloch is now available from Vrin.)
One learns a lot by reading these manuscripts, in which various areas of mathematics converge in such
a way that infinite series and indivisibles, as well as questions pertaining to foundations and rigor, all
seem to participate in the same flux. Philosophical problems and technical problems are brought together
in order to illuminate one another and give rise to a new mathematics. Leibniz is at work, and the texts
collected here make it possible to grasp thought in act, reason as organization, in short, a science under
construction.
The value of this volume lies not only in the topics covered but also in the manner in which they are ap-
proached. It constitutes an essential document in order to understand, in its very genesis, the constitution
